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1. Introduction  
Outlook can filter incoming emails in a bid to reduce the amount of unwanted emails in your inbox 
and often these emails can either go straight into your junk folder or it may not even make it to 
your inbox, but is there a way you can stop this happening? 
 
If this does happen then the best way to ensure it doesn’t happen again is to add the senders 
email address to your safe sender list or ‘white list’. Here we outline how you can do this on the  
most common email providers. 
 
You can also create a forward or redirect rule, you can add more than one address to send to. The 
number of addresses you can send to may be limited, depending on the settings for your account. 
If you add more addresses than are allowed, your rule won’t work. If you create a rule with more 
than one address, test it to be sure it works.  
 
If you get a 500 error when opening a shared mailbox via this option, we need to ensue OWA 
permissions are enabled to be able to follow this process. 
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2. To add an Email Address to your “Safe Sender” List… 

 
3. Visit portal.office.com – Login with your Staff University Creditials and go into the Outlook 

application from the left hand dotted menu as followed in the image below… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
4. A new Window will open showing your Mailbox, click “Open another Mailbox” 
 

 
 
 
4. Enter “IT Help” as below 
 

 
 
5. Click “View all Outlook Settings” 
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5. Click into the “Junk Email” tab 
 

 
 
6.Click “Add” and enter the Email Address you wish to add to your “Safe Sender List”, once 
added you will see the email address added in the list under “Safe Senders and Domains”. 
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2.You can also “Create a Rule” within these Settings to Forward Emails from one inbox to 
the Shared Mailbox inbox as followed;  
 

1. Again, in the Email tab 
 

 
 

2. “Add new rule”  
 

 
 

3. From here; 
 
1. Give you rule a name 
2. “Add a condition” 

Here you can either forward or Redirect all emails that go to another email address from 
the Shared Mailbox inbox 

3. Click “From” this is the Email address the Emails you want forwarding are “From” 
4. “Add an action” is the Email address you wish the Emails to go to in this instance the 

Shared Mailboxes “Inbox” 
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a) Forward 
 

 
b) Redirect 
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4. Click “Save” you will see your rule displayed as followed… 
 

 

3. Use an Outlook Rule to Forward Incoming E-mails to a Specified Folder 
 
Use this method if you want to view and manage the email rules for the shared mailbox in its own 
browser window. Adding rules is a great way to manage the inflow of email. You can add rules on 
a shared mailbox you have access to the same way you add rules to your own account. However, 
not all methods of setting rules are compatible with each other so it's best to use one method 
below for all rules on shared mailboxes. 

3.1 Repeat section 1; steps 1 – 4  
 
1. Sign in to your account in Outlook on the web via https://outlook.office.com/mail/inbox 
2. On the Outlook on the web navigation bar, select your name in the upper right corner. 
3. Choose “Open another mailbox”  
4. Enter the email address of the shared mailbox that you want to access for example “IT Help” 

3.2 Set a rule in Outlook on the web for a shared mailbox 
 
Please note; You must first be a member of a shared mailbox before attempting the following. 
 

3.3 How do I automatically redirect all messages to another account? 
 

Redirected messages appear as though they came from the original sender. Use a redirect 
message rule when you want replies to redirected messages to go to the original sender. 
 

1. Type a name for your rule. 
2. Under When the message arrives, select Apply to all messages 
3. Under Do the following; 

• Select Forward, redirect, or send > Redirect the message to. 
4. Enter the email address you want in the To box or choose it from your list of contacts. 
5. Choose OK to save your selections, and OK or Save to create the rule. 
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3.4 How do I automatically forward all messages to another account? 
 

Forwarded messages appear as messages that are forwarded by you. Use a forward message 
rule when you want the replies to go to the address the messages are forwarded from, and not to 
the original sender. 
 
1) Under When the message arrives, select Apply to all messages. 
2) Select one of the following, depending on the settings you see: 

a) Forward, redirect, or send > Forward the message to 
OR 

b) More options > Forward, redirect, or send > Forward the message to 
3) Enter the email address you want in the To box or choose it from your list of contacts. 
4) Choose OK to save your selections, and OK or Save to create the rule. 

4. Re-Direct Auto Reply Emails into another folder rule 
 

1. Sign into your account in Outlook on the web via https://portal.office.com 
2. Click into the top left-hand corner, where the dotted square menu is displayed, click into the 

apps and click “Outlook”, your mail will open in a new window with the link; 
https://outlook.office.com/mail/inbox. 

3. On the Outlook on the web navigation bar, select your name in the upper right corner. 
4. Choose “Open another mailbox”  
5. Enter the email address of the shared mailbox that you want to access for example “IT Help” 
6. Under the Settings cog, select “View all Outlook Settings” 

6. Under the “Email” tab, choose “Rules” 
7. Type a name for your rule in this instance “Autoreplies” 
8. Do the following; 

• Select “Add a Condition”, “Subject includes”, type “Automatic reply”  
• Select “Add an Action”, “Move to” select the folder you wish to move the Auto 

replies to in this case a folder was created called “Autoreplies” to move the emails 
into this folder on receipt of them. 

9. You can use the option “Stop processing more rules” on the first rule. Subsequent rules 
will be ignored, even if they apply to the message. Without this setting, every rule that 
applies to the message will run. 

10. Choose OK to save your selections, and OK or Save to create the rule. 
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4.2 Image below is how your “Automatic Reply” rule should look… 

 
4.3 Image below is confirmation of your rule that has been set up and where you can edit if 

needs be… 
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What else do I need to know about redirect and forward rules? 
 

A copy of messages that you redirect or forward remains in your mailbox. If you add an action to 
delete the message, the message goes to your Deleted Items folder and still is counted against 
your mailbox limit. If you exceed your mailbox limit, you may be blocked from sending or receiving 
new messages. Forwarding rules also may not work until you delete enough messages to bring 
the total below your mailbox limit. 
 
When you create a forward or redirect rule, you can add more than one address to send to. The 
number of addresses you can send to may be limited depending on your account settings. If you 
create a rule with more than one address, test it to make sure it works. 
 
If you don’t want a forward or redirect inbox rule to apply to all messages, choose any option other 
than Apply to all messages. 
 
Your administrator may have blocked the ability to use forward or redirect rules to send mail to 
some or all domains outside of your own. After you’ve created a redirect or forward rule, test the 
rule by sending a message from a third account to your account. Then check the account your rule 
is set to redirect or to forward messages to. 
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